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IS OBESITY DUE TO ADDICTION?  

 

 
Much ink has been spilled and many words have been written about obesity and other eating 

disorders. Fad diets come and go; yet, the level of obesity and overweight continues to increase 

in the United States at an alarming rate. A New Jersey woman, D.S., 42 years old, holds the 

Guinness World Record, at 600 pounds, for the fattest woman to give birth. Yet, she is still on a 

quest to become the all-around fattest woman in the world at 1,000 pounds. So, is D.S. living 

proof that obesity is a self-promoted condition of self-indulgence? A recent editorial in the 

Boston Globe (3/25/2010) refers to first lady Michelle Obama’s vegetable garden and her 

campaign to start a “national conversation on obesity.” She chided with humor the Grocery 

Manufacturers Association: “ramp…up your efforts to reformulate your products particularly 

those aimed at kids, so that they have less fat, salt and sugar, and more of the nutrients that kids 

need,” and to “encourage healthy eating habits.” (Editor’s emphasis)   

 

Since becoming Director of NIDA (National Institute on Drug Abuse) in 2003, Nora D. Volkow, 

MD has been on a quest, through her research with functional brain imaging and clinical studies, 

to elucidate the brain pathways involved in addictive conditions. (NIDA is involved in the most 

up-to-date, cutting-edge, worldwide research on the health aspects of drug abuse and addiction.) 

First, Dr. Volkow’s research has been instrumental in demonstrating that drug addiction is a 

brain disease. Her work has demonstrated, both in human and animal studies, that there are 

profound effects on the dopamine system in frontal brain regions; in the human brain, that 

correlates with decreases in motivation, decision-making, drive, and pleasure. Secondly, her 

research studies have shown some overlap in the neurobiology of obesity, substance use 

disorders (SUD’s) and the behavioral changes that occur with aging. It follows that if there are 

commonalities, then treatment strategies from one field of study may be incorporated into the 

other. What works in the treatments of drug addiction may be useful in the treatment of obesity 

and vice versa.  

 

The behavioral changes in the two conditions are similar with craving, loss of control and 

compulsivity in eating or drug taking. Just as obesity and drug addiction share behavioral 

similarities, they also have similar neurobiology. However, obesity is more complicated than just 

behavioral changes and neurobiology. We have discovered that many factors go into the obesity 

condition including appetite regulation, energy metabolism, plus genetic, environmental and 



social interactions. Many medical conditions are also associated with obesity including diabetes 

and hypertension. In addition, obesity is associated with mood disorders.  

 

In the 1970’s and 80’s, the term “addiction” uniformly referred to compulsive drug taking, with 

an emphasis on the withdrawal syndrome. In more modern times, there has been a significant 

shift in the use of the term to consider non-substance use behaviors, such as pathological 

gambling and sex addiction. The core elements of the behavioral addictions are continued 

engagement despite adverse life consequences, craving and impaired control. Short-term 

gratification takes precedence over long-term interests involving work, family, and personal 

health.  

 

Traditionally, obesity has been treated with reduced calorie diets, especially avoiding high 

calorie foods, and increased energy expenditure.  The cycling between following a healthy eating 

plan, relapse, and return to compulsive eating, came to be seen as similar to withdrawal and 

relapse behaviors in substance use disorders. Specific brain pathways and neurochemicals related 

to the stress response have also been implicated in both conditions. As confirmation, CBT 

(Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) leads to the highest rate of successful abstinence in both obesity 

and drug addiction. Programs that target specific eating behaviors, plus physical activity, 

counseling and a problem-solving component provide extra efficacy for maintaining long-term 

weight loss. However, 20-40% of patients in both categories continue to be unresponsive to all 

manner of treatment. This informs us that there are still many as yet unknown factors in both 

conditions that still elude our best therapeutic efforts.  

 

Recent scientific discoveries in the biological mechanisms of obesity include a number of 

peptides and hormones that are powerfully involved with metabolic homeostasis and motivation 

for feeding behaviors. Leptin, produced primarily by white adipose tissue, acts on serotonin in 

the brain stem to suppress appetite. Ghrelin, on the other hand, is a hormone produced by the 

stomach lining and pancreas, which initiates the feeling of hunger. Dysfunction of these and 

other yet-to-be discovered biological entities and pathways are thought to be connected to the 

development of obesity.  

 

Treatment: 

From successes with effective nicotine cessation, we have learned that gradually-released 

pharmacotherapies are helpful in regaining control and sobriety. 12-Step self-help programs, 

such as Alcoholics Anonymous (which contributed to the development of various behavioral 

interventions, the most successful being CBT), have a counterpart in OA (Overeaters 

Anonymous). Aerobic exercise has been found to increase positive decision-making in substance 

use disorders and obesity. Calming activities such as meditation have also been useful as an 

adjunct treatment.  

 

SSRI’s, social support and group therapy have found usefulness in the struggle to achieve and 

maintain a healthy eating pattern and abstinence from drug abuse.  

 

While the knowledge and experience of managing weight loss and healthy weight maintenance 

in obesity may involve interventions in neurocircuitry, brain chemistry, dysfunctional behaviors, 

social constructs and psychology, so too, may they be applicable in the treatment of substance 



use disorders. How much they both are variants of a similar brain disorder or where each 

contains only some elements of the other, the information is still being obtained. However, we 

know that obesity and SUD’s do share many features in common. These commonalities have 

implications for targeting shared treatment strategies, currently and in the future: compulsion 

(food/drug), continuing undesirable behavior despite adverse consequences, diminished control, 

denial, stress-proneness, conditioned responses, approximately 2/3 respond positively to current 

therapies including medication, psychosocial interventions, self-help and adjunctive treatment.  
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